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Identifying a starting point for the true emergence of an American design identity has 
posed a challenge to scholars of twentieth century dress. The confluence of factors associated 
with World War II--scarcity of raw materials, separation from Paris as a center of innovation, the 
changed focus of the fashion press--has led scholars to concentrate on this period as the defining 
moment that gained acclaim for American designers.1 In spite of this, evidence suggests that the 
emerging idea of American design began to grow at the beginning of the twentieth century. 
Almost at the same time that the women’s ready-to-wear apparel industry started taking its first 
steps.2  Though Paris remained the center for creative ideas for some time, by 1910 proponents 
within the American industry began to fight for the development and recognition of U.S. design 
talent.3 An examination of early industry and trade publications shows support for and promotion 
of a distinctly American fashion sense, an approach that was not dependent on copying and 
following Parisian fashion.4  This movement coincided with the establishment of the trade 
publication Women’s Wear (now Women’s Wear Daily) in 1910 and can be demonstrated 
through the first two decades of its existence.5  
 At the beginning of the twentieth century, women’s apparel manufacturing in the U.S. 
was a fledgling industry originally based on the production of corsets, bustles, and outer wraps. 
However, American firms expanded dramatically after 1900, due at least in part to the popularity 
of shirtwaists.6 In New York City, the industry center, the number of women’s apparel 
companies grew 350% between 1900 and 1917, increasing from 1,856 to 6,392 firms.7 By 1920, 
U. S. apparel manufacturers had become the major producer of clothing for American women.8 
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This rapid growth was encouraged by the need to constantly and rapidly produce new styles for 
an increasingly active and diverse American consumer.  
Early on, a complex set of factors worked to stymie the direction that manufacturers took. 
Was it style, price, quality, or timing that would lead to American success?9 Unlike other large-
scale manufacturing concerns, apparel companies struggled within an industry greatly influenced 
by fashion. Then, as now, forecasting and managing fashion change presented a fundamental 
challenge to the burgeoning number of manufacturing and retailing associations formed to 
provide structure to the developing industry.  
As the industry searched for answers to the style, price, and quality questions, it began to 
recognize factors that affected the operation of the fashion system.10  In one of the first issues of 
Women’s Wear in 1910, editors attempted to identify sources for innovation, speculating about 
the roles of influential women, prominent actresses, clothing manufacturers, and Parisian 
dressmakers.11 Ultimately, they believed Paris attribution was a major influence guiding 
consumers, whether women looked for a dress with a Paris label or an advertisement that 
suggested French origins.12 
 At first, the incipient apparel industry was reluctant to wean itself from the influence of 
Paris. Many companies relied on a growing core of style commissioners who sold both 
authorized and unauthorized copies of Parisian designs for inspiration and for copying. 
Manufacturers presumed these “commissionaires” to have a “thorough knowledge of the 
American market.”13 The role of American designers employed by manufacturing firms and 
custom salons in department stores was to create salable adaptations of prevailing French 
fashions that were in tune with American tastes. However, this system of copying and refining 
French ideas was cumbersome. The sustained demand for ready-to-wear clothing at all price 
levels convinced manufacturers of the need to create efficiencies. For the United States ready-to-
wear apparel industry, rapid growth and the ability to reach consumers of all economic levels 
depended on its capacity to streamline the system and rely on unique styles of its own. 
The Campaign for American Fashion 
 By the second decade of the twentieth century, increasingly strident voices began to 
demand development of an American style not dependent on Paris.14 A unified message emerged 
when the National Ladies’ Tailors’ and Dressmakers’ Association organized an advertising 
campaign and slogan, “American Styles for American Women”; both the popular and trade 
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presses quickly adopted the concept.15 At least initially, one of the Association’s concerns was 
the timing of production for the ready-to-wear industry. There was a perceived need to wait for 
the Paris showings, but these were too close to the actual buying season for manufacturers to 
plan production efficiently. Described in Women’s Wear as the “worst evil” of the industry, this 
design dependency hampered mass production techniques.16  
Determining the obstacles in transitioning to an industry fully dependent on American 
designs characterized a portion of the campaign debate. As ideas volleyed back and forth in the 
trade and popular press, questions of industry-level creativity and originality entered the 
discussion.17 However, to the manufacturer, the customer was at fault for granting status to 
anything with a French label. Designers already modified the foreign designs for a woman 
perceived to be healthier, more athletic, and to have a more active lifestyle than her French 
counterparts. This would seem to give U.S. designers a significant advantage, but they held 
American women responsible for waiting for the French openings before making their 
purchasing decisions.  Some manufactures and editors also accused the customers of a slavish 
tendency to follow French fashion, rather than dressing for their own individuality.18  
Between 1910 and 1920, the debate about American fashions for American women wore 
on in the U.S. press with advertisements, articles, and letters to the editor celebrating, 
questioning, and decrying the possibility of American-created fashion (Figure 1).19 Despite 
demands to promote the national economy, practice patriotism, and disavow “the freakish, 
tasteless, and audacious Parisian models,” the celebration and copying of Parisian models 
continued to be the norm.20 Fashion writers, designers, and commentators continued to question 
why U.S. manufacturers and designers, who always had adapted Parisian designs to fit American 
tastes, could not take the next logical step forward and originate their own creations.21  While 
some gradual acknowledgment of American design finally occurred in the 1930s, most American 
designers did not achieve name recognition until the 1940s.22 This would not have been possible, 
however, without the groundwork laid in this emergent period of the U.S. ready-to-wear apparel 
industry.  
What Were American Fashions? 
 To many observers the distinction between French and American designs was 
ambiguous. A judge in The New York Times “American Fashions for American Women” fashion 
design contest in 1913 stated, “It is very hard to frame in words that subtle difference between 
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the gown which is French in spirit and the one that is American. It is a quality, not a fact that 
distinguishes French and American design.”23 Most writers agreed that Paris would continue to 
be the fountainhead of fashion innovation, but there were instances when French designs were 
inappropriate for the supposedly discerning, common sense American woman. Some outspoken 
critics lambasted the “absurdities and occasional immodesties of French fashions.” They also 
suggested that while French women set fashion, their “taste is open to question.”24 
In the campaign for American fashion, promoters believed American women had 
distinctive personalities and body types that required clothing made by those who thoroughly 
understood their sensibilities.25 This became apparent when American designers and 
manufacturers adapted Paris fashions to the needs, figures, and temperaments of the American 
woman. Yet the perception of what constituted “American” style remained vague. It was 
essentially one of impression, rather than individual silhouettes or fashion details.  Certainly 
practicality was important. As explained in The American Cloak and Suit Review, “American” 
style combined the artistic cuts of Paris haute couture with the practical designs desired by the 
U.S. woman. 26 But exactly what constituted “practical” was not explained. The best examples 
that can be cited are the shirtwaist, tailored suit, and walking-length skirt--all viewed as 
“distinctly American products”—that were valued for their practicality and fashion durability.27 
Perhaps American design was a matter of simplicity and expense. U.S. firms regularly 
advertised their skill in adapting haute couture garments into less expensive versions. The 
manufacturing company Simpson Crawford Co. was so proud of their adapting skills that they 
displayed in their store window an original Drecoll imported gown costing $485, reproduced in 
every detail by their dressmakers for sale at $24.75. This comparison was provided as evidence 
by the company, to fashion-forward American women, that U.S. dressmakers were the peers of 
those of Paris, at least in technical skill, if not design sense.28 By 1914, it was evident that 
American designers looked to the general idea of Parisian couture but had the skill and design 
sense to make extensive and creative changes to style details. 
The diversity of American women, comprising a variety of national and cultural 
backgrounds also clouded the issue, making it difficult to refer to a single original American 
style. The Parisian-born stage actress Sarah Bernhardt maintained that it should be easy to create 
an American costume, as the United States did not have a national heritage to follow, yet she was 
at a loss to describe the distinguishing characteristics of a truly “American” garment.29  Although 
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efforts to describe the essence of American dress continued to flounder, it was apparent that 
many within the United States ready-to-wear industry felt that “American women too long have 
endured the imposition of foreign fashions designed by foreign dressmakers without any sound 
reference to American conditions and American appropriateness.”30 (Figure 2) Although the 
actresses, designers and editors quoted in Women’s Wear suggested that the U.S. customer 
increasingly appeared to turn away from Parisian styles and to seek American-created garments, 
the reality was less apparent.31 
The War for American Style Independence 
Women’s Wear and other publications, including The New York Times, provided 
continuous coverage of the American design movement from 1910 through World War I, 
although the focus of the editorials changed. Prior to the war, commentators celebrated and 
sought to encourage the growth of the U.S. apparel industry and criticized the outrageous French 
styles. However, when the war started in August 1914, there was initial concern about losing 
access to French designers and dressmakers. This change in focus--from criticizing Europe when 
her goods were available, to fear that Paris would be closed--indicated both the continued 
dependence of the Americans on the French fashion industry and an ambivalent sense of 
France’s importance.  
Further into the debate, nationalism was touted as reason to support American design. 
Before World War I, American columnists and apparel industry members expressed a desire to 
escape the “shackles” of dependence on the French fashion industry.32 They argued that as one of 
the largest industries in the country, “it should be a matter of national pride to keep this 
industry… truly American.”33 To Edward W. Bok, senior editor of Ladies Home Journal, it was 
a matter of pride. He reasoned that “each garment bought in the United States means the support 
of some people who spend their money with us. Every merchant should have sufficient pride in 
his bosom to say to his trade, ‘this garment is of American goods; American labor and I stand in 
back of the maker’s label.’ We stand in front of the American flag with a reverence short of 
worship. Let us do the same in pride of our American products.”34 
 The rhetoric also turned to a decidedly anti-French tone. American women were 
encouraged with militaristic gusto to shun the following of every French fashion. In an article 
originally printed in 1913 in the New York Evening Post and reprinted in Women’s Wear, the 
author encouraged the women of America to “fight a new war of independence…against the 
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enemy far across the seas, in the Rue de la Paix, the Place Vendome, and the Avenue de l’Opera. 
There the Parisian dressmaker sits and plots his fall designs, which designs are immediately 
copied by the dressmakers of the rest of the world.” The author felt that the United States should 
be the first to rebel against the “ancient tyranny” because “on principal we are… the enemies of 
foreign domination and we are the one nation that can afford to take the chance.”35 That the 
fighting of copied designs was likened to women’s suffrage may seem a blithe contention until 
one considers the conviction with which authors argued for American designs made by and made 
for American women. Considered un-American in spirit and enterprise, the reliance on Paris for 
fashions forced U.S. manufacturers into second place, “to scramble to catch up with the 
Frenchman.”36  
 Part of the strategy was to attack the quality and craftsmanship of French design. 
Criticism came from all directions--French and American entertainers, average consumers, 
singers, and actresses all expressed disappointment in Paris fashion.37 An article in The New York 
Times in 1912 claimed that the “French have lost their art and have put into its place the 
commercialism of grotesqueness and vulgarity.”38 Critics blamed the French for an increased 
commercialization and interest in quantity production, ironically caused by America’s insistence 
on new goods. A portrait of a scheming and dominating French fashion industry emerged. 
Contemporaries claimed that the tradesmen of France, in an attempt to keep production 
continuous, changed styles as often and as drastically as possible. Some writers believed that the 
French would sell “any old thing” only to change the prevailing style completely later on.39 This 
was an interesting attempt to blame the French for changing fashion--an overall tendency of the 
fashion system itself.40  
 Throughout 1912, in particular, there was a constant stream of criticism aimed at French 
designers.41 Those who considered French styles too extreme most often turned the spotlight on 
the designs of Paul Poiret. For example, James Blaine, designer for New York-based Thurn, 
(who had previously worked in Paris) described one of Poiret’s early lines as “a lot of queer little 
girls” wearing “slinky little Greek-line garden party gowns, with their broad sleeves and their 
ropes about the middle.” Poiret’s “jupe culottes,” which he described as an idea for the future, 
was singled out for criticism and evidence of the ridiculousness of French design. 42 Poiret, on 
the other hand, accused the ready-to-wear industry of vulgarizing his more avant-garde ideas as 
designs were copied at all prices.43 
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 The increased demand for clothing by a greater number of customers intensified the call 
for originality but also increased the likelihood that ideas would be replicated. American women 
complained that they had “become sick and tired of being charged preposterous prices for 
supposedly personal models, and finding that model copied a hundred times over in Paris and in 
New York.”44 When wealthy, prominent, society women wore a gown, second-rate designers and 
mediocre design houses copied these models for less wealthy women. American Edith 
Rosenblum, a buyer stationed in Paris, complained to Women’s Wear that American 
manufacturers visiting Paris received the same exact styles of garment even if they were willing 
to pay more money for an exclusive haute couture garment.45 Parisian women were likewise 
concerned with duplication. This came to a point in 1912 when protesting Parisian women 
intentionally dressed exactly alike in blue taffeta dresses and matching hats and paraded in the 
Bois-de-Boulogne to express their frustration with the duplicating of styles. The women told 
Women’s Wear reporter M. Marcignac they had found it “impossible to wear a toilette or hat 
original either in color or in cut without seeing a few days later, their model [in cheap, inferior 
materials] for sale in all the large stores and made by every petty dressmaker.”46 
False Parisian Labels: “Advertising Bait and Merchandising Bluff”47 
Part of the problem with establishing a uniquely American design presence was that 
many American-designed garments were passed off as French in order to boost sales (Figure 3). 
The rampant copying of French dressmakers and designers continued because the prestige of a 
French creation still swayed many customers. For some manufactures and retailers, the easiest 
route to a “French” design was to attach a fake French designer label. Large and small retailers 
alike used these labels, imported from Paris or created in the United States, as important selling 
points.48 One leading U.S. dressmaker claimed that “there are dozens of shops in New York 
where American-made clothes bear French labels, because American women would not buy 
them otherwise.”49 Some felt that false labels were deceptive to the consumer, while others 
argued that “any American woman knows that she can’t get a new Paris hat for twenty dollars. If 
she doesn’t she’s a fool and she deserves to get swindled.”50 Others argued that the vendors 
should bear the legal and moral responsibility for deceiving their customers.51  
 The French fashion houses were certainly aware of the copying. In 1912, one French 
house complained that of the 1000 models found in retail outlets bearing their labels only 200 
were legitimate.52 Parisian houses debated withholding their designs from Americans in order to 
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slow the counterfeiting of labels. The illogic of this action was pointed out by, Francis, a 
designer stationed in Paris: “If Paris wants to continue to develop and force the American people 
to become creators instead of copyists, this is the very best way for Paris to go about it. It puts a 
premium on the development of American designing and it forces America to a much more 
intense and conscious development than she could possibly have under the old method. If the 
best French models are withheld from American buyers, America will produce designers, or go 
elsewhere to procure models.”53 This statement shows the ambivalence that existed on both sides 
of the French-American design relationship. 
 The issue of garment quality on both sides of the Atlantic also came into play.  For 
example, the presence of counterfeit labels on less-than-top-quality designer goods disappointed 
some consumers, which may have led to a decline in the purchase of imported gowns and to the 
promotion of American design. According to fashion editor Dorothy Dix, “American women are 
flocking to American fashions not only because of the merit and real values from a design 
viewpoint but also because of the so frequent fraud and disappointment of the so-called foreign 
goods.”54 On the other hand, if the quality was good, counterfeit labels falsely promoted French 
designers. Despite the fact that he also used counterfeit labels, James Blaine, head designer for 
Thurn, lambasted the practice: “America has made Paris and it is a pity. All that time we were 
sewing in fake labels we were building up the reputation of the Paris houses, and all the time we 
were killing our own chances. That is what I mean when I say that America has made Paris. We 
have been doing the same work here with the same materials and the same designers which Paris 
has had and we have been giving Paris all the recognition.”55 
 Others expressed fears about what the promotion of French-labeled American design 
could do the American fashion campaign. According to Nathan Nadoolman, women’s tailor and 
chairman of the fashion committee of the National Ladies’ Tailors and Dressmakers Association, 
the support of French design and garment styles did a double injustice to the welfare of the 
Unites States. First, it forced American designers to deny their own creations and second, it kept 
the U.S. industry from realizing greater economic profits because of the constant boosting of 
“French” modes. He claimed the loss in profits caused idleness and unemployment to thousands 
of needle workers, as well as loss in profits to U.S. companies, and to general American 
prosperity. The promotion of anything foreign [supposedly] angered manufacturers because the 
false labels belittled and hid their work.56  
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 By late 1912, Women’s Wear, The New York Times, Ladies’ Home Journal, and other 
trade and mass media publications routinely printed ideas for getting American fashions and 
designers recognized based on merit. One exasperated writer for Women’s Wear stated: “Simply 
American labels on American goods. That is the whole question and the whole solution. 
…Surely there can be no defensible objection against allowing American women to know what 
they are really buying?”57 The situation created a double-edged sword. Although it was evident 
that many writers, manufacturers, designers, and retailers were angered that U.S.-created goods 
were seemingly only salable with a Parisian label, U.S. women presumably preferred and 
demanded the cachet of a French label and continually sought novelties and up-to-the-minute 
ideas in fashion.  Much work needed to be accomplished before American-created goods with 
American labels were appreciated and, more importantly, sought after and purchased.58 
Changing Trade Regulations 
 While the debate raged on about the role of Paris as an obstacle to American design, 
government restrictions finally began to ameliorate the situation. Historically, the tariff has been 
the most effective weapon in the arsenal of U.S. business promotion against foreign competition. 
Tariffs (duties on foreign goods that are or could be domestically produced) have been touted as 
protecting industries for national defense, contributing to national prosperity, and raising the 
standard of living for U.S. workers. Due to the protectionist policy of tariffs during the early part 
of the twentieth century, infant industries grew into giants, and lack of competition allowed for 
organization and monopoly.  The U.S. government systematically raised tariffs on silks and 
mercerized cottons in the 1909 tariff regulations based on intricate classification schedules of 
weight and fineness of grade.59 The consistent rise in tariffs on silks and cottons, the primary 
materials for dress goods, was intended to encourage domestic production of these frequently 
imported goods.60  
 Having been in effect since the end of the Civil War, tariffs repeatedly rose through the 
1930s and negatively affected the purchase of consumer goods from France. Exports from Paris 
to the United States declined sharply in the early twentieth century. They dropped 50% from the 
first to second financial quarter of 1912, as garments were assessed duties as high as 50 to 150 
percent of their value. Continual increases in duties meant that fewer U.S. establishments made 
regular trips to Paris, and, when they did, only the larger firms bought many Parisian models. R. 
J. Shoninger, President of the American Chamber of Commerce, stated in 1912 that the high 
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tariffs and duties caused Americans to find the Parisian market less attractive than previously and 
helped boost American fashion production. According to Shoninger,  
Not long ago, hundreds of American dressmakers made regular trips to Paris twice a year, 
returning with an average of a dozen new models each, they passed more or less duty 
free. Now duties are charged and the result is only the large firms buy Paris models. Of 
course, it is quite natural that none of the great Paris dressmaking establishments should 
be willing to acknowledge this fact, but from all accounts it is now beyond doubt that 
America, and New York especially, has become a fashion center to be reckoned with, 
even by Paris.61  
 
Although women desired French fashion labels, many of the products worn in America were 
now produced in New York.62 According to the front page article in Women’s Wear in 1911, 
“What is very good in New York all one season is good all over the country beginning the 
next.”63 While the industry and its relations debated strategies to control Paris fashion 
domination, no scattered industry efforts had the same impact as government regulations. 
 As World War I approached, some within the apparel industry expressed concern that 
Paris would be cut off from trade during the war. Others optimistically viewed the potential 
conflict as an opportunity to create an independent U.S. ready-to-wear industry.64 A New York 
Times writer commented, “Not the least beneficial result to this country of the European 
outbreak will be the opportunity for American manufacturers of women’s wear to throw off the 
shackles of custom that have bound them to Paris for so many years and to make the creations of 
their own minds takes the place of copies of the ideas of designers overseas.”65 
 Although French designs ultimately were not cut off from the United States during World 
War I, rising wholesale and retail prices of French goods from 1914 to 1927, along with U.S. 
tariffs, negatively affected the desire for and purchasing of French garments by American 
consumers.66 Women’s Wear in 1919 reported that wholesale prices jumped from 300 to 500 
percent of previously recorded levels and that the availability of luxury goods grew increasingly 
scarce and progressively more expensive: “Before the war 25 francs would buy the fine 
handkerchief linen chemise adorned with superb embroidery and real Valenciennes lace. Today 
you pay 85 francs for a linen [chemise] with shirred bands of cotton tulle and consider yourself 
lucky.”67 The rising wholesale and retail prices of French goods prompted innovative ways of 
“borrowing” from the French such as the smuggling of Parisian gowns into the United States via 
Canadian ports without the payment of revenues to U.S. customs officials.68 These economic 




Development of an American Design Presence 
 While calls for “American fashions for American women” made good news stories, 
organizational structures needed to be put into place to educate American designers, encourage 
American fashion development and promote the United States as a fashion center. The expansion 
of the ready-to-wear industry in the early twentieth century, plus a growing spirit of 
nationalism,69 opened the door and created a demand for American designers. Two problems 
were the lack of a support network for design in this country and the lack of recognition and 
publicity of U.S. style “voices.” Once the need and desire for American creative talents was 
established, how would interest in design careers be cultivated, and how would designers be 
trained? Numerous proposals were offered in the pages of Women’s Wear to expand formalized 
education for nascent American designers, to create museums and style libraries, to publicize 
American designers in the media, and to support the creation of associations to advance 
American creative design.70 
 Design education developed simultaneously with the growing women’s ready-to-wear 
industry.71 The earliest programs were founded to train designers for the wholesale and retail 
garment trade in both mass production and for dressmaking establishments. The ready-to-wear 
industry required a designer with different skills than the custom dressmaker – the traditional 
source of sewing and design training for women.72 U.S. ready-to-wear manufacturers and 
retailers demanded efficiency and salable goods from their designers. In the ready-to-wear 
apparel industry, successful styles meant a compromise between the creative ideas of the haute 
couture and the necessary economies of mass production. To succeed in ready-to-wear, designers 
needed to create a great number of variations based on one model, and they had to embrace a 
work environment was often a factory – a very unstylish setting. 
 Schools such as The New York School of Design (American School of Design, 
established 1896) and The Pratt Institute in New York City (established 1887) were firmly 
established by the beginning of the twentieth century. Many schools were established between 
1910 and 1925, in part because of the fear of the suspension of the Parisian fashion industry due 
to World War I, but also as a result of the desire for “American” fashions. Schools with 
programs in apparel design included The New York School (1906) today known as The New 
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School, Parsons School of Design; Cooper Union (1910s); the Fashion Academy (1912); 
Metropolitan Art School (1919); The Traphagen School of Fashion (1923); and Grand Central 
School of Art (1924).73  Smaller, lesser known schools such as Professor I. Rosenfeld’s School 
of Designing on Second Avenue in New York City and The Anna Morgan School of Expression 
in Chicago also advertised design education programs in the trade press.74 
 Artistically minded schools, such as the Pratt Institute in New York, taught students 
fashion design, sewing, and drawing, as well as pertinent business methods. Within the more 
commercial vocational schools, students typically decided between programs in fashion 
illustration and dress designing. Depending on the talent and needs of the student and the 
availability of jobs, students were encouraged to consider working in any area within the apparel 
industry, including manufacturing, retailing, fashion journalism, and even modeling. Prominent 
industry members urged young designers to take history of textiles, costume design, and artistic 
courses and urged travel to both domestic and exotic locales.75     
 According to Alexander Grean, chairman of the “Society for American Fashion for 
American Women,” speaking to a group of students at the Teachers College of Columbia 
University: “It makes no difference how clever you may become with the pencil. The most 
important thing is to cultivate your aesthetic taste by observing and studying everything that is 
beautiful and harmonious in nature and in art.”76 Promising designers were encouraged to 
analyze fashion tendencies in light of recent events and probable future trends and to recognize 
important silhouettes. Students were pushed to train their powers of observation and analysis by 
keeping journals and scrapbooks, cutting out illustrations of dresses, suits, coats, hats and shoes, 
and recording the popular designs. Grean, a dressmaker and tailor, stated that it was more 
important to learn artistic drawing than pattern cutting because the United States had enough 
pattern makers; it needed artists. This was in direct contrast to the vocational programs for 
dressmakers, which also emphasized sewing and patternmaking skills. He also urged students to 
develop “interpretive design creations” and not blatantly copy Paris or even U.S. designs.77  
 At least in the early part of the twentieth century, women were discouraged from 
pursuing careers in design because of the assumption that they would marry, have children, and 
abandon the profession. Leading proponents of the “American fashions for American women” 
campaign urged manufacturers to pay a designer enough money so that he could, “work designs, 
eat designs, drink designs, and at night he must dream designs or pay a fine for every dream that 
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is alien to the profession.”78 This was an interesting pronoun choice given the title of the essay: 
“Girls who Apply for [Design] Positions.” Indeed, apparel industry designers in the early 
nineteen hundreds were most often referred to as masculine.79 As the twentieth century 
progressed, however, women were encouraged to pursue careers in design.80 
Since the turn of the twentieth century, American manufacturers had congratulated 
themselves on excellent workmanship and adaptations of French designs.81 What seemed to be 
missing was a source of inspiration for the development of original design ideas, something the 
French not only had in abundance, but knew how to use to advantage. A relatively young 
country, the United States did not have the same artistic environment or design and creative 
history as France. In explaining the dominance of Paris, Women’s Wear in 1912 noted, “On the 
side of the Paris fashions is all the weight of long customs, great publicity, and real atmosphere, 
merit, and natural public preference. There is all the glamour of Paris.”82 Could Americans create 
new marvels in fashion if provided with the same artistic environment as Europeans?  
American designers were encouraged to adapt from the same historic sources used by the 
French fashion houses. Museums such as The Metropolitan Museum of Art, The American 
Museum of Natural History, and the Brooklyn Museum of Art were some of the first to open 
their collections for the study of historic and ethnic clothing.  M.D.C. (Morris De Camp) 
Crawford, editor for Women’s Wear, former research associate in textiles at the American 
Museum of Natural History, and author of several fashion books, established a strong alliance 
between museums and the garment and textile trades in the early twentieth century. By 1917, he 
had orchestrated the founding of study rooms, lectures and workshops at the American Museum 
of Natural History to the enthusiasm of leading manufacturers and designers.83 Supporting these 
efforts were Max Meyer of A. Beller and Company, Jessie Franklin Turner of Bonwit Teller, 
Mary Wells of John Wanamaker’s and representatives from the cotton and silk industry such as 
the Belding Brothers, Cheney Silk, and Sowden and Company.84 Crawford, through his writings 
in trade and art-focused publications became an important spokesperson for the “creative 
research” that museums could provide to the fashion world.85  To make clothing that was as 
beautiful as that found anywhere else in the world, he believed that designers needed to study not 
only the trend of fashions, life, and necessities of the day, but also documents in the chief New 
York City libraries and museums.86    
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In addition to museums and style libraries, America was missing both the cultural 
ambience and legal protection enjoyed by Parisian designers. Commentators suggested that to 
compete with Paris, Americans needed similar venues, such as horse races where French 
fashions usually premiered, magnificent open air restaurants, and cafes where good music could 
be heard and afternoon tea consumed, and where fashionable women could be seen.87 
Advertising and Promotion  
 One reason American designers struggled to achieve recognition in the early part of the 
twentieth century was lack of attention from the press. Parisian designers were celebrated as 
superior creators of exquisite design, whereas American designers were routinely commended 
for their technical abilities for copying Parisian design. Advertising and editorial content in the 
fashion press highlighted French designers Poiret, Doucet, Paquin, and Cheruit, while American 
designers were rarely mentioned by name in advertising spreads.88 According to dress designer 
James Blaine, the newspapers were to blame for the “bewitching and hypnotizing of women” for 
all things Parisian.89 Each season, Parisian design decisions, tendencies, and innovations filled 
American department and specialty store ads while American stores rarely commented on U.S.-
made merchandise. This was in part due to the American system in which many American 
designers created goods under a manufacturers’ name, a department store, or even a false 
Parisian label.  Clara Simcox, one of the rare American designers who advertised her own 
creations and received credit for her designs stated,  
If we had the support of our own press (who are giving Paris so much free advertising), if 
they would recognize our talents without fearing that an ad might get lost by boosting our 
home industries, American women would soon generally realize the great mistake in 
buying the poorly finished and hurriedly made French dresses.90  
 
It was argued that if the press promoted the work of American designers, stores would naturally 
be more “courageous in advocating and pushing American-made goods.”91 American 
dressmakers wondered why the U.S. press gave so much space to French and other foreign 
merchants, especially since these advertisements competed with U.S.-made clothing sold in retail 
shops.92  
Manufacturers, however, were responsible for advertising their products and their own 
designers. In advertisements to consumers, manufacturers rarely listed their designers, choosing 
to highlight the company name. Interestingly, theatre programs publicized and recognized their 
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American costume designers. According to one dressmaker, in 1912 there were 50% more 
American-made gowns worn in the theatre than 1911, and 85% more than in 1910.93  
 Interestingly, early twentieth century suggestions for promoting American-made goods 
sounded like ideas used later in the century. Many writers stressed the importance of advertising 
American-made goods in U.S. newspapers. Other manufacturers and designers suggested 
developing special departments in stores or the development of special chain stores that only 
carried American-crafted merchandise. To “build up consumer appreciation of good materials 
and good design even in inexpensive merchandise” American retailers were urged to “sincerely 
and intelligently back talent.”94 In 1919, the women’s ready-to-wear department of the Bush 
Terminal Sales Building hired U.S. designers to create “works of art” that were to be produced 
by the Bush manufacturing department and sold exclusively in their women’s wear department, 
thus creating, promoting, and selling American-made ready-to-wear clothing.95   
 One attempt at promoting the American creative designer was through competitions. The 
New York Times conducted the first newspaper contest for an American designed hat and dress in 
191296 (Figure 4). Stating the purpose of the first “American Fashions for American Women” 
fashion contest, The New York Times declared, “This contest constitutes the first comprehensive 
presentation of American genius applied to the designing of women’s dress. It seems to 
foreshadow a new war of independence, in which, no doubt, American enterprise, adaptability, 
and taste will soon find some effective means of adequate self-expression.”97 One of the winners 
of the competition was Ethel Traphagen, a fashion designer credited with introducing shorts and 
slacks into American women's fashion, as well as founding the Traphagen School of Fashion in 
New York City in the 1920s.98  Other American fashion contests included one held in 1916 at the 
Art Alliance of America which included professional artists, amateurs, and school children; a 
manufacturer-sponsored contest called the Albert Blum Contest for hand-decorated fabrics which 
included batik, tie-and-dye process, and block-printed fabrics created in America; and contests 
sponsored by Wanamaker’s Stores in New York and Philadelphia in 1918.99  
 Another approach to promotion involved creation of American-focused associations. 
Members of the Fashion Art League regularly promoted the designs of U.S. dressmakers. Other 
organizations that held meetings and discussions regarding fabric, designs, and products made in 
the United States included: The Waist and Dress Designers’ Association, The Dressmakers’ 
Protective Association, the National Association of Clothing Designers, the Advertising Men’s 
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League (Figure 5), and the Chicago Dressmakers’ Club Convention.100  The National Ladies’ 
Tailors and Dressmakers Association formulated plans for a Fashion Congress, to create some 
uniformity in the showing of models throughout the country.101 The chairman of this 
organization believed, however, that the very men most loudly denouncing Parisian ideas at the 
Style Congress “knew in their own hearts that they must utilize designs which originate across 
the water.”102  
 All of these efforts set the stage to develop the American design component of this 
rapidly expanding industry. By the end of the 1920s, attitudes about women professionals had 
changed. More women graduated from design schools, and organizations such as The Fashion 
Group began to support women working in the industry.  While the fashion press continued to 
focus on Paris as the center of creative fashion design, it was in the 1920s that many now 
familiar design names began their careers including Claire McCardell and Norman Norell who 
both worked for New York-based ready-to-wear designer and manufacturer Hattie Carnegie.103  
 In the 1930s, recognition of the importance of promoting American fashions by U.S. 
retailers and the popular press resulted in, to a degree, the advancement of American designing 
talent (Figure 6).104 By 1940, however, the apparel industry still grappled with the concept of 
American fashion for American women. Some writers argued that the mass production of ready-
to-wear clothing was something to marvel at, “like the production of automobiles, breakfast 
cereals, and canned foods, which are so integral a part of the American scene.”105 Others such as 
Charles Rendigs, head of Nanty Frocks, a firm that produced high priced dresses selling for $150 
to $550 in the 1930s, wondered if America could ever produce original pieces of fashion not 
dependent on Parisian design inspiration. According to Rendings, 
We in America don’t have time for originality. In France, a designer can sit with a 
cigarette in his mouth and think. He can go out to lunch for two hours and if he doesn’t 
want to come back, he might not; he has time to be original. All you need to be successful 
in this country is to take a French garment with the originality etcetera add American 
ingenuity, talent, and machines, then it can be done right.106   
 
The Stage is Set for American Design 
 
The beginning of the twentieth century witnessed an influx of manufacturing and 
retailing businesses and associations interested in promoting the consumption of American 
fashion. While at all price levels, American-made garments clothed the majority of U.S. women, 
the design inspiration and credit for these garments was Parisian. Frustrated not only by lack of 
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credit for their creations, but also by an inability to control fashion change, many in the ready-to-
wear industry resolved to actively alter the perception of American-made clothing. The 
campaign of “American fashions for American women,” opened the door not only for 
suggestions, but also actions aimed at supporting and encouraging emergent creative talents in 
the United States. These included a call to teach design students independence from Paris, to 
establish style libraries and museums for American designers, pleas for U.S. stores to recognize 
American design talent, and the creation of associations to promote the American designer.  
While some writers called the work of the “American fashions for American women” 
promotion untimely, it is evident that many early twentieth century voices requested and even 
demanded a style independent of Paris. Although some of these efforts seemed to be personal 
crusades, this early campaign played a significant part in the beginning stages of development of 
American creative design talents. In 1941, when some within the ready-to-wear apparel industry 
claimed U.S. design styling and selling was “floundering” partly due to the absence of Paris, 
M.D.C. Crawford stated, “1914 to 1918 began the greatest era of prosperity and creative design 
in the costume industries of America.”107 Clearly, the early U.S. ready-to-wear industry thrived 
and continued to grow, however chaotically, without recognition of the men and women who 
created the designs.  Nevertheless, in this early period of the twentieth century, the 
acknowledgment and promotion of American-made garments and attempts to educate and 
nurture those who designed them can be heralded as a necessary step in the creation of an 
independent American design presence.  
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